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HOW TO EFFECTIVELY INTEGRATE INNOVATION INTO NGO 

PROGRAMMING? 
 

Concrete recommendations for NGOs  
 

 
This was the core question Ophelie Namiech (from Mindset-PCS), Yau Ben Or (from Rural Senses) and 
David Githiri (from UNHCR Uganda) addressed yesterday at the Google for nonprofits summit. 
 
We are sharing the highlights and core messages from the session in this blog today as well as an 
attached list with key recommendations for NGOs! 
 
This list of recommendations is a joint contribution from Mindset-PCS, Rural Senses, and UNHCR in the 
framework of the Google for non-profit summit. 
 

1. For NGOs to develop their innovation strategy: 
 

▪ The first step is to define what innovation means to you, as an organization. 
▪ Then, define why you need innovation processes (e.g. to attract new funding, to move away 

from depending heavily on charity-based models, to reach different segment of populations; to 
be  more sustainable etc.?). And to do that, the idea is to first reflect on what your main 
organizational and programmatic gaps are and define your priorities accordingly. For 
instance, if you have a weak MEAL strategy, you might need innovative products or processes 
to help you better collect, analyze, and share data. Or if your programs are heavily relying on 
charity and you want to be more financially sustainable, then you may want to look at 
innovative business models, like circular economies model, to be integrated into the programs. 

▪ Once you have identified your priorities, you can start mapping actors and best practices in 
your area of work to understand who does what and where. There is an increasingly growing 
literature and loads of resources with evidence on start-ups, innovation mechanisms, solutions 
being developed addressing specific problem (see some examples below). 

▪ “Shout out your challenges”: you may want to share your challenges on social media, on a 
blog, in a conference, asking for best practices. Start-ups and entrepreneurs will be happy to 
share their own practices and solutions! This is a great way to start building t foundations for 
partnerships. 

 

 Topics Examples of resources 

Health Wellcome, Gates Foundation  

Humanitarian innovation (health, WASH, 
protection, disabilities, inclusion) 

ELRHA; Response innovation lab 
Start Network; ALNAP 

Food security, livelihoods, climate resilience WFP accelerator and solutions 

Social impact innovation (broad) Global Innovation Exchange; TRANSFORM; in-
country innovation labs; IDEO Challenge. 
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2. Embracing creative partnerships beyond the aid sector: 
 
Partnerships, with complementary allocation of roles among partners, will strengthen your potential 
for impact, as well as strengthen your case when applying to grants. A good practice is a multi-actors 
partnership or consortium between: 

▪ A donor 
▪ Academic & research partner: (“evidence partners” and technical/scientific partner). 
▪ Field testing partners: NGOs /UN agencies / community-based organizations 
▪ Innovators/entrepreneurs & local/national innovation ecosystems. 

 
For instance, the organization ELRHA supports this kind of partnerships between Universities, 
startups and an NGOs in the field of water, health, inclusion, and Gender-Based Violence, in 
humanitarian settings.  
 
How do we get such partnerships going? 

▪ Map the actors. 
▪ Build rapport and trust with the potential partners by identifying common areas of interest. 
▪ Speak the ‘same language’, identify common denominator, build a collective narrative among 

the different actors. It is important that accelerators and other innovation channels provide 
tools for start-ups to speak the ‘social’ (humanitarian) language, to be able to build trust with 
NGOs. Conversely, NGOs can also learn to speak a language that attracts innovation actors, 
start-ups, private companies (talking about financially viability). 

▪ Build up your networks of innovators and entrepreneurs. Contact your in-country or 
regional innovation mechanisms (e.g. incubators, accelerators, tech hubs and labs). 

 

3. Fundraising for innovation integration: 
 
Two main channels for NGOs: 

1. Call for proposals: 
• Showcase your partnership (with clear and complementary allocation of roles among 

partners). 
• Speak the language of the sector. 
• Bring references to all your assumptions, statistics, etc. 
• Build rapport with organization beforehand. 
• Show how your innovation project is ethical, inclusive, gender sensitive, environment-

friendly, sustainable etc. 
 
See below some leading innovation actors that support innovation journeys. 
 

 UN innovation actors Other 

UNICEF Innovation Fund 
UNCDF 
UNDP (accelerator labs) 
UNHCR Innovation department 
WFP accelerator 
UNWTO SDG accelerator and other in-house 
programs 
UN Women innovation department 

ELHRA 
Humanitarian Grand Challenge 
MIT SOLVE 
IDEO Challenge 
Gates Foundation 
Global Innovation Exchange 
Global Innovation Fund 
Response Innovation Lab 
Spring Impact; TRANSFORM; WellCome Trust 

https://www.elrha.org/
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You can check Mindset-PCS’ funding webpage that features funding opportunities several times a 
week! 
 

2. Direct partnerships/direct disbursement:  
• Identify the actors (e.g.  UN agencies) that work in your areas of activities. Build 

rapport with them to exchange best practices and explore potential synergies (literally 
use this sentence in your email intro). 

 

4. Addressing the challenges related to using innovation and technology in complex 
settings: 
 
It is important to be aware of the challenges and risks associated with innovation and technology, and 
integrate from the start, within the innovation strategy, concrete mitigation strategies to make sure 
that you support innovations that…: 

▪ … are relevant to the context at play. Unfortunately, there is a plethora of examples in 
humanitarian and development settings in which technologies were brought in without full 
consideration of the contexts and resulted in waste of resources and no impact. This highlights 
the importance of working closely with communities and relevant local and national actors. 

▪ … are not harmful to individuals, but also to the social and economic relationships in 
place, and the environment. For example, it is important to ensure that technologies do not 
create new divisions/inequalities or exacerbate existing ones. 

▪ … do not create further distance with communities nor reduce accountability towards 
the communities we work with. Innovation strategies must incorporate genuine 
accountability mechanisms from the beginning. 

▪ …do not perpetuate dependency on external aid, with innovations, for instance that depend 
on parts that cannot be manufactured or found local; or that depend on external interventions 
to make the system work etc. 

 

5. Moving beyond the linearity of innovation: 
 

▪ Too often, innovation processes focus on solutions rather than the actual needs and 
opportunities in specific contexts. Isolated interventions/products are not sufficient to address 
root causes and complex problems that require longer-term transformational changes. 

 
▪ Innovation strategies must use a systemic approach in which targeted problems are analyzed 

and understood in their whole complexity.  
 

6. Ensuring sustainability: 
 
It is vital to engage more genuinely and more meaningfully local innovation ecosystems and 
Community-Based Organizations from relevant contexts to move away from vertical approaches to 
innovation.   
 

▪ Innovation mechanisms are blooming in the Global south. They advance more localized 
solutions to local problems. NGOs working in the hum/dev sector interested in developing 
sustainable innovation strategies should collaborate with such flourishing networks. 

 
 

http://www.mindset-pcs.com/funding-opportunities/
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▪ Many tools have been developed – often borrowed from UX design approaches – to better 

understand and engage the communities and users in humanitarian settings, including, IDEO 
toolkit, DIY toolkit, ELRHA humanitarian innovation guide, MIT D-lab, Stanford D-School and 
others (You can find them in our list of community engagement tools here). They can help 
NGOs and start-ups to not only engage users/communities more meaningfully but also to 
create channels in which the latter can actually play a leading role in the innovation journeys. 

 

6. Building up your organizational scale strategy: 
 

▪ The key to adoption and scale of innovation is working with the end users to make sure that 
what is being deployed actually meets their needs, makes their lives easier and better. The 
question is often ‘who’s really counts?’ – the innovation may be rolled out to meet a higher 
organizational need but if it is not valued by the end users it might never take-off and will 
eventually fail (UNHCR Uganda). 
 

▪ The organization needs to balance scaling up costs of an innovation versus accrued benefits 
referenced against existing solutions. A cost benefit analysis, preferably life cycle-cost analysis 
(LLCA), to drive up adoption if capital expenditures costs are significantly high. 
 

▪ The organization must minimize magnitude of ‘upsets’ with respect to socio-cultural and 
anthropological fundamentals of the end users. Tipping the scales towards ‘benefits’ rather 
than ‘losses’ (real or perceived) triggered by the disruption.  
 

▪ The organization should integrate the ‘innovation’ into existing structures or organization 
architecture, to improve rates of adoption/uptake whilst minimizing resistance to changes 
introduced by the disruption. 
 

 

 
 
Ophelie Namiech, Mindset-PCS: ophelie@mindset-pcs.com 
Website: www.mindset-pcs.com  
 
 
Yau Ben Or, Rural Senses: yau@ruralsenses.com  
Website: https://ruralsenses.com  
   
 
David Githiri, UNHCR Uganda: njorogda@unhcr.org   
Website: https://www.unhcr.org/uganda.html 
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